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they　apply　as　well　as　industries　they　look　at　are　classified．3
　　To　identify　the　speci且c　operational　capabilities　of　MC，　I　focus　on　6　case　studies　that　describe　success
factors　of　MC　in　the　consumer　product　market4．　Table　3　summarizes　those　6　cases　from　5　articles　that
reveal　difference　in　focuses　of　operational　capabilities　in　each　function　as　well　as　activities　related　to
the　whole　value　chain．1　identify　four　differences　in　operational　capabilities　that　affect　the　choice　of　cus－
tOmiZatiOn　leVelS．
Product　architecture
　　The　product　architecture　relates　with　the　choice　of　levels　of　customization　and　further　structure　of
3This　original　literature　survey　is　conducted　by　using　two　popular　academic　online　journal　databases；include　the
　Proquest　and　the　Business　Premier　Research。　A　key　word‘mass　customization’provides　225　articles　and　the　final
　lists　are　prepared　by　deducting　non－academic　joumals（such　as　articles　from　magazine　or　news　sources）from
　first　results．　This　remains　64　articles　for　this　study．7articles　that　refereed　more　than　3　times　by　major　contribu－
　tors　in　MC　studies　are　added　on　the且nal　result，　This　original　distribution　of　those　71MC　articles　shows　that　arti－
　cles　are　distributed　in　different　research　fields；it　is　apProximately　19　percent　from　marketing　related　journals，24
　percent　from　strategic　management，33　percent　from　production　and　operations　management，　and　16　percent
　frorn　logistics．
4The　identi丘ed　71MC　articles　from　the　original　survey　include　ll　cases　in　g　industries．
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its　value　chain．　Opened　product　architecture　is　created　when　the　interfaces　between　functional　compo－
nents　are　standardized　in　the　industry　and　specified　to　allow　to　the　substitutions　of　a　range　of　variations
in　components　into　the　product　architecture　without　requiring　changes　in　the　designs　of　other　compo－
nents（Sanchez　and　Mahoney　1996，　Schilling　2000）．Modular　production　is　most　familiar　example　of　o－
pened　product　architecture　modeL　PC，　for　example，　which　typically　allows　the　substitutions　of　varia－
tions　in　hard　disk　drive，　CPU，　memories，　monitors，　keyboards，　and　other　components　within　the　one
product　architecture．　Dell　computer　of正’ers　the　menu　of　different　combinations　of　PC　for　customers
（case　2）and　customers　of　NBIC（case　1）can　choose　from　about　eight　million　possible　variations　of　bi－
cycles　based　on　model　types，　color，　frame　size，　and　other　features（Kotha　1996）．
　　While　the　openness　of　product　architecture　is　expected　to　reduce　procurement　costs　of　components
since　it　is　standardized　in　the　industry，　nothing　exclusive　to　the　supplier，　modular　production　reduce
assembly　costs　for　customized　products　since　the　stnlcture　that　interconnect　with　other　components
allow　firms　to　easily　assemble　different　components　into　a　single　product．　The　opened／modular
product　architecture　enhances　the　ef五ciency　of　production　cost　in　MC（Pine　1993，　Hart　1996，　Gilmore
and　Pine　1997，　van　Hoek　and　Weken　1998，　Duray　2002）。
　　When　the且rm　chooses　its　product　architecture　to　be　opened（and　modularity），they　will　maintain
the　operational　capabilities　to　produce　and　deliver　the　products　by　assembling　different　standardized
components　into　a　single　customized　product　based　on　individual　customer　orders．　Such　capabilities
that　enable　firms　to　deliver　products　with　high　level　of　customization　are　not　easy　to　accomplished　or
duplicated　and　non－tradable。　In　NBIC　case，　Kotha　defines　long－term　investments　in　advanced－
manufacturing　technologies　and　human　resource　development　that　allow　implementing　MC　as　one　of
the　necessary　conditions　for　success．
SuPPIier　1～elationshiP
　　The　recent　literatures　in　strategic　management　suggest　that　interfrim（or　relational）governance　in
the　value　chain　is　expected　to　become　a　source　of　high　business　performance　generator（Dwyer，
Schurr，　and　Oh　1987，　Johnston　and　Lawrence　1988，　Dyer　1996a，1996b，　Dyer　and　Singh　1998）．Inter一
且rm　governance　is　defined　as　the　alternative　governance　structure　that　two　firms（e．g．　supplier　and
buyer）operate　their　transactions　and　business　development　through　being　a　relatively　longer－term　of
partnership．　Several　empirical　studies　support　that　cooperative　specialization　within　interfrim　relation－
ship　increases　productivity　of　resource　owners（Dyer　and　Singh　1998）and　the　costs　creating　and　ac－
quiring　resources　within　a　single　firm（and　vertically　integrated　organization）are　incurred　and　it　tends
to　avoid　those　costs　under　high　degree　of　uncertainty　of　demand　and　technological　changes．　This　per－
spective　assumes　the　emergence　of　interfirm　governance　occurs　when　firm　recognizes　the　effective－
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ness　of　creating　and　accumulating　resources　or　capabilities　with　the　partners，　rather　not　within　own　or－
ganization．　The　main　premise　of　this　perspective　is　that　firms　will　seek　to　reduce　uncertainty　and
manage　dependence　by　purposely　structuring　their　exchange　relationships　means　of　establishing　for－
mal　or　semiformal　links　with　other　firms．
　　In　the　empirical　settings，　the　most　relative　cases　for　valid　success　of　interfirm　relationship　are
Japanese　automotive　industry（Dyer　and　Ouchi　1993，　Dyer　1996a，1996b，　Clark　and　Fujimoto　1997，
Dyer　and　Singh　1998）．The　intensive　works　by　Dyer　theoretically　and　empirically　suggests　that
Japanese　automotive　value　chains　are　characterized　by　greater　inter五rm　asset　co－specialization　than
U．S．　chain　and　that　co－specialization　are　the　main　drivers　to　lead　firm’s　performance　such　as　product
quality，　speed　of　new　product　development，　and　inventory　cost（Dyer　1996a，1996b，　Dyer　and　Sigh
1998）．The　co－specialization　within　inter五rm　setting　he　defines　is　distinct　types　of　transaction・specific
investments，　includes　site，　physical，　human　and　dedicated　asset　specificity　that　originally　de丘ned　by
Williamson（1985）．Researchers　in　this且eld　assume　that　joint・investments　of　supPlier　and　manufac－
turer　will　generate　capabilities　that　lead　to　sustainable　competitive　advantages．
　　The　reviewed　MC　cases　do　not　emphase　on　those　joint－investments　within　inter且rm　setting；rather
their　relationships　are　maintained　through　market　transaction．　Because　there　can　be　hardly　found　one
time　discrete　market　transactions　between　components　suppliers　and　manufacturers，　firms　with　high
level　of　customization　tend　to　take　transactions　through　using　quai－market　that　characterized　as　a　less
tie　of　relationship　between五㎜s。　Ih　MC　cases，且rms　exchange　sales　and　order　related　information　with
their　suppliers　to　maintain　appropriate　level　of　inventory（Eastwood　1996，　Margretta　1998）；however，
relational　speci且c　investments　are　not　identified．　The　cases　show　that　firms　concentrate　on　maintain－
ing　the　discrete　relationships　with　several　different　suppliers，　not　having　a　concrete　relationship　with　a
single　supplier，　to　choose　the　best　supplier　possible　at　each　time　of　transaction．
Channel　relationship　and、Point（ゾα6ε勧zθ7伽oZηθ〃zent　　　　　　　　　圃
　　Unlike　the　supplier　relationship，　it　seems　that　developing　close　relationship　with　sales　channels　or
end　customers　can　be　de丘ned　as　the　one　of　the　critical　success　factors　for　implementing　customization．
In　some　cases，　the五㎜even　vertically　integrated　sales　channels　within　their　organization　to　built
direct　relationships　with　end－customers　because－all　product　customization　will　be　achieved　through
communications　with　customers．　In　order　to　deliver　customized　products　and　services，　maintaining
some　relational　links　with　customers　is　critical．　For　example，　Kotha’s　case　of　NBIC　stated　that　cus－
tomer　service，　appropriate　pricing，　and　extensive　communication　with　the　customer　are　all　integral
parts　of　NBIC’s　approach　to　MC（Kotha　1996，　p。448）．Magretta’s　case　of　Dell　computer（also　see　Dell
1999）describes　how　the　firm　develops　a　direct　customer　relationship．　In　the　interview　with　Michael
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Dell，　CEO　of　Dell，　he　spoke　up　that；there　are　so　many　information　links　between　us（Dell）and　our
customers．　Close　customer　relationships　have　allowed　us　to　dramatically　extend　the　value　we　deliver　to
our　customers．　We　have　developed　customized　intranet　sites　called　Premier　Pages　for　customers　and
beyond　the　mechanisms　we　have　for　sales　and　support，　we　have　set　up　a　number　of　forums　to　ensure
the　free　flow　of　information　with　the　customer　on　a　constant　basis（Magretta　1998，　p．79－80）．
3．　Levels　of　customization　and　operational　capabilities
　　The　main　objective　of　this　article　is　to　explore　the　relationship　between　levels　of　customization　and
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　「
operational　capabilities　that五rm　has　accumulated　or　enhanced　through　taking　their　own　historical
path．　It　is　important　task　that　identifying　differences　in　focus　of　operational　capabilities　of且rms　be・
tween　one　emphases　on　relatively　higher　level　of　customization　and　the　other　emphases　on　developing
highly　distinctive　products　that　are　hardly　duplicated　for　the　segmented　market（relatively　lower　level
of　customization）in　the　same　streamline　of　research．
　　One　of　the　most　popular　criticizes　against　MC　can　be　summarized　into　the　question　that　where　MC
really　occurs．　Indeed，　the　operational　capabilities　of　six　cases　I　reviewed　do　not　focus　on　long－term　in・
vestment　in　their　upstream　activities（e．g．　R＆Dand　supplier　relationship）．The　operational　capabili－
ties　of　those　firms　aim　to　develop　the　unique　product　and　process　technologies　with　partners；there－
fore，五rms　may　market　one　standardized　product（or　product　line）for　their　segmented　market　to　satis－
fy　customers，　rather　not　to　implement　practices　of　high　level　of　customization．
　　Table　4　shows　two　different　levels　of　customizatlon　in　the　MC　range．　It　can　be　assumed　that　there
are　almost　no　products　and　services　that　purely　customized　or　standardized　in　mass　production　based
consumer　market，　most　products　and　services　offered　by　firms　are　categorized　to　the　some　levels　of
MC　range　in　Table　4．
Table　4．　Difference　in　focus　of　operational　capabilities　in　MC
Some　Focuses　ofOperational　Capabilities　in　MC
Levelsof　Customization
　　Focus　of
u lue　Added@Activities
　　Product
`rchitecture　Supplierqelationship
　　Point　of
bustomer
hnvOlvement
　　Productbustomization
High　　　　Pure
bustomization
　　　Massbustomization
Assembly，　sales
≠獅п@post－sales
@　R＆Dand
oroduct　design
Opened／Modular
blosed／Integra1
Quasi－market
qelational／Hierarchy
Earlier　Stage：
@　Design／Fabrication
kater　Stage：
`ssembly／
@　Delivery
　　Modulebomponents
bon負guration
bosmetics／Product　line
Low　　　　Purertandardization
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　　The　products　or　services　categorized　in　relatively　higher　level　of　customization　in　MC　tend　to　imple－
ment　the　conventional　practices　of　MC　that　discussed　in　MC　literatures　and　cases．　The　goal　of
manufacturing　strategy　of　firms　in　this　category　can　be　accomplished　through　product　flexibility　and
quick　responsiveness　to　customers（Davis　1987，　Pine　1993，　Kotha　1995）．
As　I　discuss　in　the　second　section，且ve　out　of　six　cases　in　MC　literatures　indicate　that丘㎜s　with
higher　level　of　customization　tend　to　use　the　opened／modular　product　architecture　and　discrete　trans－
actions　with　suppliers　within　quasi－market　or　typical　arms・length　relationship，　not　with　inter且rm
relationships．　In　addition，　those　firms　put　their　efR）rt　to　build　close　relationships　with　channel　members
and　end－customers　because　they　need　to　have　direct　communication　infrastructure　to　internalize
specific　needs　or　preferences　of　individual　customers　as　possible．　The　operational　capabilities　of　those
firms　are　focused　more　on　downstream　activities　of　its　value　chain，　including　assembly　of　modular
components，　close　channel　relationship，　and　sales／post－sales　functions，　than　upstream　activities．　In
this　type　of　MC，　the　main　value　for　their　customers　relies　on　the　operational　capabilities　of丘rms　to
offer　the　menu　of　customized　products　and　quickly　response　to　each　customer’s　order．
　　In　contrast，　sizable　literatures　from　strategic　management　fields　indicate　that　firms　apply　relatively
lower　level　of　customization（e．g．　product　line，　options，　cosmetic　minor　changes）tend　to　focus　more
on　upstream　activities　to　add　main　values　on　their　offerings　at　the　initial　stage．　Thus　the　offerings　of
且rms　are　standardized　within　a　narrow　range　of　features．　Upstream　activities　they　focused　on　are　R＆
Din　new　technologies　and　products，　interfirm　relationships　with　their　primary　supPliers．　The　major
difference　in　relationships　with　suppliers　is　whether　or　not　buyer　and　supplier　have　long－term　joint　in－
vestments　both　on　their　physical　assets　and　capabilities　that　speci且c　to　their　transactions，　not　with
other　partners．　The　continuous　face　to　face　communications　between　specific　partners　are　expected　to
lead　faster　product　development　cycle　and　higher　product　quality　standards．　When　these　capabilities
are　the　most　effective　drivers　for　sustainable　competitive　advantage　of　firms，　the　main　values　for　their
customers　are　the　operational　capabilities　to　develop　highly　differentiated　products　with　distinctive
narrow　range　of　features　that　customers　in　segmented　market　mostly　satisfy，　neither　offering　the　wide
variation　of　customization　nor　building　close　relationships　with　end－customers．
Conclusion
　　This　study’s　main　objective，　identifying　a　relationship　between　levels　of　customization　and　opera－
tional　capabilities　of　firm，　is　discussed　through　reviewing　literatures　from　conventional　MC　as　well　as
strategic　management　fields．　In　the　MC　literatures，　customizing　levels　of　customization　has　been　the
central　issue　of　MC　debate　for　the　last　decade，　however，　little　is　known　about　the　determinants　of　lev－
els　of　customization　in　the　consumer　product　market．　In　this　article，　I　focus　on　how　the　operational
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capabilities　of　firms　a｛fect　the　level　of　customization　and　MC　activities　on　the　overall　value　chain　of
且rms．　This　leads　two　types　of　MC　along　with　levels　of　customization，　While　one　type　of　MC　that　ap・
plies　relatively　higher　level　of　customization　focuses　on　downstream　activities　to　link　the　product且ex・
ibility　to　the　various　customer　inforrnation　of　preferences，　another　type　of　MC　that　applies　relatively
lower　level　of　customization　focuses　on　upstream　activities　to　enable　them　to　develop　highly　differen・
tiated　products　at　the　initial　stage　of　value　chain．
　　There　are　two　major　limitations　of　this　article　that　lead　future　research　agenda；1）dynamic　changes
in　levels　of　customizations　and　portfolio　management　and　2）difference　in　market　requirements　in　in－
dustries。　First，　this　anicle　excludes　the　aspect　how　dynamic　changes　of　levels　of　customization　affect
the五rm’s　plan　and　decision　making　process　for　future　capability　building．　Pagh　and　Cooper（1998）
suggests　that　the　stages　of　product　life　cycle　will　affect　on　the　decision　making　process　of　levels　of　cus－
tomization．　When　the　firm　has　products　with　different　levels　of　customization，　then　it　need　to　be　main－
tained　the　portfolio　management　approach　to　seek　the　optimal　levels　for　each　product．　Thus，　future
research，　it　will　be　required　to　argue　the　dynamism　of　improvement　of　MC　models　and　the　portfolio
management　for　different　levels　of　customized　products。
　　Second，　the　dif正brence　in　the　characteristics　of　products　and　industries　are　not　discussed　rigorously
enough　in　this　article．　I　address　several　consumer　products（e．g．　PC，　printer，　cellular　phone，　and　au－
tomotive）as　a’complex　product’．　Complex　product　industries　that　defined　here　as　industries　whose
production　process　involve　a　large　number　of　components，　functions，　and　process　steps（Clark　and
Fujimoto　1997）．The　major　differences　in　market　requirements　of　products　or　industries　must　be　con・
sidered　in　the　future　research．
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